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AUTHOR'S NOTE 

THIS SURVEY of the electric supply industry 
~ is 'published under the 'allspices of the New 
Fabian Research ,Bureau, but the author 
wishes to make it clear that he alone is 
responsible for the views expressed. The con
clusions reached" and the proposals put 
forward, however, are substantially similar 
tothos~ in the Labour Party Policy Report, No. 3-
cc Reorganization of the Electric Supply In-

, <l.ustry ~'-although there are a number of 
differences, mainly in detail. The author has 
made 'use of many publications and docu
ments on ,the subject, some' of which are 
acknowledg~d in the book; the.others he 
begs to acknowledge here. He alsQ wishes to 
thank Herbert Mor,ison , and 'all those who 
kindly read the original dra(t, and who sup. 
plied many valuable criticisms arid suggestions. 

G.H. 



ELECTRIC SUPPLY IN 
GREAT BRITAIN 

. THE'OBJECT of this book' is to sketch 
briefly the history of electric supply in this 

. country, concentrating mor.e particularly on 
the history of the last sht years, to describe the 
preserit position, and to suggest' the most 
.suitable future <?rgaIiization of the ~dustry 
under public· ownership. 

EARLY HISTORY 

The history or electric.~ supply in Great 
Britain dates from about the 'cigh~e$. Prior t~ 

. this, elec~city was inainly or entirely in. the 
realm of pure science, .and was associated with 
s~ch names as FaradaY1 Maxwell; and Kelvin. 
Actually the, fu.s~ public supply was given in 
Godalming"; S1;iri-~, in 1881, aJthough before 
this date there ~d 'been installed a number of ' 
pri~ate lighthlg. ~tallations-l~rgely· experi-

, mental and semi-scientific' in, character. The 
, .' 

use of electricity for lighting purposes became 
a practical.possibility'with the ~ventioii of the 
carbon-filament laD:tp by Swan in this country, 
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about 1880, and Edison in America shortl}' 
afterwards ; but electric motors for power pur
poses did not become commercially practicable 
till much later, and consequently all the earlieI 
Acts of Parliament dealing with electric ruppl}' 
were termed Electric Lighting Acts. The firs1 
of these Acts was the 1882 Act, and this and 
subsequent Acts gave the necessary powers t(J 
private enterprise to provide lighting supplie: 
to the public. These powers were, howeverl 

subject to severe restrictions. In the first placeJ 

local authorities were given the right to pur· 
chase the cO!Ilpany undertakings after a certain 
term of years, and, in the second place, Parlia· 
ment, on general principle, tried to secure the 
supposed advantages of competition between 
companies who were not therefore given com· 
plete monopolies.: The latter restriction im· 
posed by Parliament was in accordance witlJ 
the then widely acc~ted view that a system oj 
competitive private enterprise without mono 
opoly resuited in the best service to the public. 
In practice the effect of the restrictions wa! 
greatly to hamper the activities of the com· 
panies and to lead to wasteful competition. Tb.ili 
experience in the electric supply industry wru 
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typical of the breakdown of the old doctrine 
of laissezfaire. 

The second stage of electric supply legiSla
tion is largely concem~ with attempts, to 
remedy these difficulties and to give the com
panies greater security and greater monopoly 
rights. In 18g8 Lord Cross presided over a 
Select Committee of both Houses, and r~ited 
in favour of legislation permitting the existente
of power companies serving l,arge areas and' 
having wide monopoly powers With security of 
tenure. Such legislation was desirable from a 
technical point of view, and also to f~Ci1itaie 
a more rapid development;. under ,ptivate 
enterprise. As the result of the CrosS report, a 
number of private Acts were passed, creating 
large power companies, with ~e right to give 
supplies in bulk over wide ~eas, and not 
subject to purchase by local authorities after a 
term of years, but, this and- subsequent legis
lation was to a large extent only a. c~}mpro
mise, and Parliament failed fully to recognize 
the two main essentials. for electric _supply-:
namely, monopoly and encouragement oflarge
scale operations. It seemeg almost as though 
Parliament foresaw the political probleIns 

BI. 
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which were bound to arise . if such mon
opoly rights were given on a large scale to 
private enterprise. In the meantime the num
ber of local authority undertakings was rapidly 
increasing, the total being 327 by 1916 as com· 
pared to 230 companies. These local authority 
undertakings for the most part served com
paratively small areas, were subject to hamper
ing restrictions, and, like most of the companies, 
tended to adopt a parochial outlook on electric 
supply. 

This was the position up to the beginning of 
the War, but the latter showed very definitely 
both the weakness of electric supply in this 
country and its enormous importance. The 
position in the London area was particularly 
bad, since the numerous comparatively small 
companies and local authority undertakings 
holding rights of supply in various districts, and 
completely lacking in standardization, could 
not agree on any policy of unification. 

19 19 ACT 

As a result of the Coal Conservation Com
mittee's recommendation of a wide scheme of 
electrical reorganization and reconstruction, a 
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committee was appointed in 1917, under the 
chaiimanshipof Sir :Archj.bald Williamson 
(later Lord FQrres), and reported in favour of 
a national scheme of electrification under a 
central authority, which was to have power to 
create regional electricity authorities. In view of 
this report, a Bill was introduced in 1919, 
setting up the Electricity Commissioners, and 
giving them wide powers' of control over the 
whole supply industry, and, in particUlar, the 
power compulsorily to create joint electricity 
authorities throughout . the country. These 
joint electricity authorities would. have been 
semi-public, non-profit-making bodies, con
trolling and operating electric supply over 
wide areas. Had this Bill been passe_d. in its 
original form, the whole subsequent history of 
el~ctric supply in this country would nave been 
alt~red. As it was the House of Lords struck out 
the compulsory powers, and the Bill was then . 
passed. The result was· the creation of a central 
authority, the ElectricitY CommissionerS, hav
ing certain rather negative powers-for iIi
stante, powers to veto the extension of gen
erating plant-and having.certain. more or 
less judicial powers-for instance, to hold 
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enquiries for the pUrpose of extending existing 
areas of supply or granting new areas by means 
of Provisional or Special Orders-':but with no 

. positive powers to co-ordinate the whole indus
try.Joint electricity authorities could be formed, 
but only by voluntary amalgamations of the 
various interests in each area. During the period 
up to 1925 only one such authority was formed. 

The action of the House of Lords definitely 
delayed the whole progre~s of electric supply by 
a matter of some seven years--or, that is, till the 
passing of the 1926 Act. This Act marks a very 
definite milestone in the history of electric 
supply ixi thi$ country, and, in all probability, 
is the first step in the transition from private 
enterprise to public ownership f~r the whole 
supply industry. In view of the very great 
importance of the 1926 Act it is desirable to 
describe the circumstance in which it ·came 

, mto existence. 

WEIR REPORT 

After the mutilation of the 1919 Bill by the 
House of Lords, a further Act was passed in 
1922, somewhat .extending and modifying the 
crippled 1919 Act, and making certain 
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provisions for supplies to railway authorities, 
but not restoring the vital compulsory power. 
Nothing further happened till the advent of 
the 1923-24 Labour Government, despite the 
continued efforts of a few individuals. The 
Labour Government were keenly interested in 
~e reorganization of the electric supply in
dustry, and a Cabinet committee was in 
process of preparing a scheme when the Labour 
Government ended its short life. Fortunately 
the'importance of this work was recognized by 
the succeeding Conservative, Gov;ernment 
under Mr. Baldwin, and a committee, presided 
over by Lord Weir, was appointed'in 1925. 
This committee, to some extent starting from 
the 1917 report of the Williamson (forres) 
Committee, made a general survey of the 
national problem of electric supply., In the 
opening paragraphs of their report, they state :, 
" We are also bound to add, without necessarily 
subscribing to-day to the exact recommenda
tions of the earlier committee, that if effective 
legislative action had been taken on the 
general lines of the recommendations of the 
Williamson Coinmittee, very substantial sav
ings would have been made. Electricity"would . 
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have been cheaper, and our task would have 
been infinitely easier and possibly unneces
sary." Just how much the action of the House of 
Lords cost the ~ountry will, of course, never be 
known, but the figure, on even a most conserva
tive estimate, must have been enormous. 

The final report of the Weir Committee 
differs from that of the previous committee 
mainly in the recommendation that one 
national body, rather than several area bodies 
should be created to deal with generation and 
main transmission.. This change was largely 
on account of technical developments _during 
the period I919-25, which had tended to 
increase the size of area within which co-ordi
nation and interlinking were practical and 
desirable to the point where the optimum area 
became virtually the whole country. No doubt 
the regional boards, recommended by the 
Williamson Committee, had they' ever come· 
into existence, would have automatically 
. tended to coalesce for the same reason. There 
is also another very important difference 
between the two reports. Whereas the William
son report recommended area boards (joint 

. electricity authorities), the function of such· 
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boards was not wholly confined to generation 
and transmission, i.e. wholesale suppl~.· It 
was possible for them, under certain condi
tions, also to carry out distribution, i.e. retail 

.1 

supply. ' 
In the course of their report, the Williamson 

Committee stated : 
"We have already touched on the subject of 

distribution; but we think. it well to state our 
opinion that, if the supply of electricity were 

. being commenced ab initio, it would· be found 
best for generation and distribution to be . 
conducted by one and the same body." 

The Weir report, on the other hand, confined 
itS attention wholly to generation and trans
mission and states : " The detailed distribution 
of electrical energy-in other words its sale, 
transport, and delivery-is. essentially a local 
matter, and a suitable function for decentraliz
ation." El~ewhere the report states: "'W.e do 
not desire to impair or interfere unnecessarily 
with existing rights" ; and, "We propose not 
a change of ownership, but the partialsubord
ination of vested interests in generation to that 

. of a new authori-tr for the benefit of all, and 
this only under proper safeguards and in a 
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manner which will preserve the value of 
private enterprise." It is perhaps unnecessary . 
to quote the report at further length to show, 
as can well be imagiried, that the committee, 
w;hile anxious to effect a substantial improve
ment in the organization o~ the industrY, 
were afraid that, unless the proposals were 
confined to the minimum of interference with 
existing vested interests, any Bill based on 
their report w01ild suffer the unhappy fate of 
the 1919 Bill. Subsequent events proved that 
the committee were very wise in confining 
their considerations only to the most pressing 
problem. The Bill finally introduced on the 
basis of their report was sufficiently disturbing 
to the vested interests to make its passage very 
perilous. 

It is desirable at this point to give a brief 
summary of the scheme proposed by the Weir 
Committee, and its advantages, as anticipated 
in 1925, and now being realized by the work of 
the Central Electricity Board. 

For the year on which the figures in the Weir 
Report are based, there' were 438 generat
ing stations (excluding 103 stations owned 
by railway and tramway companies and 
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non-statutory tindertakirigs), of which 248, gen
erating about 3,000 million units, were owned 
by local authorities, and IgO, generating about 
1,600 IDl1lion units, by companies. Many of 
these stations were small and inefficient, and as 
they were mostly independent of each other~ 
i.e. not connected together by electric cables, 
each had to carry a large reserve of plant in 
order to ensure continuity of supply in the event· 
of a breakdown. This resulted both in high 

1 ' 

cost of operation and in heavy capital expendi-
ture on plant. The Weir report proposed, 
therefore, a "gridiron" (since contracted to 
the now familiar worcl "grid") of high
voltage electric transmission lines, which would 
link. together all these stations, thus allowing 
the less efficient stations gradually to be closed 
down, and generation to be concentrated in the 
newer, larger, and more economical stations. 
Moreover, the amount of spare or reserve plant 
'could also be greatly decreased, because simul
taneous breakdowns in several stations are 
highly improbable, and the existence of the 
transmission-line system allows reserve plant at 
any station. to be used for supplying any other 
station. A further very important advantage 
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of the grid lies in the fact that it makes avail
able bulk supplies of cheap electricity anywhere 
they are required. These are the principal 
advantages, though th~re are also others, such, 
for instance, as the advantage from diversity,· 
i.e, the fact that the maximum load does not 
occur quite simultaneously in all parts of the 
country. ' 

The only technical difficulty, existing in 
1925, hindel;ing the creation of the . grid was 
the fact that the frequency of generation 
differed in different parts of the country. 
While genera~on in most parts of the country 
was at 50 cycles per second, there were large 
are~s, notably the north-east coast, Glasgow, 
and BirIningham, where other frequencies were 
in use. This non-standardization was partly 
inevitable in a compara?vely young industry, 
and partly the result of the haphazard develop
ment in the past. With a view to dealing with 
stan4ardization of frequency the Labour Gov
ernment of 1924 had called for a report from 
the Electricity ComInissioners on the cost of 
stanclardization. and this report, prepared by 
consulting engineers acting for the ComInis
sioners, was available for the Weir ComInittee 
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after the fall of the Labour Government. The 
Weir Committee very boidly-and for this 
much credit is due to them-proposed, despite 
the heavy c~st involve4, that the non-standard 
areas should be .changed over to standard 
50-cycle frequency. ThiS has since been largely 
accomplished, though the work is not yet quite 
completed. 

To construct the grid, and to control its 
operation and that of the effi.cien~ " selected" 
stations, the Weir Committee proposed the 

. creation of a central authority called the 
Central Electricity Board. This body was to 
be independent, but related to the then exist
ing centriil. authority created under the 1919 
Act-the Electricity Commissioners. The 
relationship between the two bodies was some
what complex, but, roughly speaking, the func
tion of the Commissioners in relation to the 
Board was largely judicial. Such a judicial 
function, including a~o the collecting of statis
tics' and the laying'down of regulations relating 
to safety in the industry, had, indeed, become 
to a large extent the actual general function of 

. the Commissioners prior to the report, shom as 
they were of the powers which might have 
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allowed them to exercise more positive or 
executive functions. This is '3, somewhat im
portant point: which requires to be borne in 
mind when later ~ this book the present 
pOSItion is considered~ 

I926ACT 

These main proposals 'of the Weir Committee 
were in due course ~mbodied in a Bill, intro
duced in 1926, and termed the Electricity 
Supply Bill (1926). Although introduced by a 
Conservative Government, its passage through 
the House wa~ difficult, and undoubtedly it 
would never have reached the statute book 
but for two reasons. Firsdy, it interfered as 
litde as possible with existing vested interests, 
and, secondly, it had to a large extent the 
support of the Labour members. During the 
committee stage it was fiercely attacked by . 
Conservative back-bench members, represent
ing vested interests, and wrecking amendments 
were on several occasions defeated by an alli
ance between the Government and the Labour 
members of the committee. A violent campaign 
against the Bill was conducted in the Press and 
elsewhere, and the Association of Electric 
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Power Companies, tepresenting fifteen o~ the 
largest and' most' influential supply companies, 
published, in March 1926, a memorandum 
,hostile to the whole principle of the Bill. It 
must also be recorded~ii~t there was very cOn
siderable criticism and opposition from the 
municipal authorities owning" sUPl?ly under
takings. However." the Bill was eventually 
passed, though it was touch and go-the Weir 
Committee had indeed estimated very exactly, 

. and' 'without any margin, just to what extent 
interference with vested interests was ~ possible. 

The Act which emerged from the turmoil 
provided for the creation of the Centr~ Elec
tricity Board, consisting of a chairman and 
sev$n other members appomted by the Min
ister of Transport after consultation with the 
various interests concerned in electric supply. 
The duties of this Board were to construct and 
operate the grid, and to control the operation 
of the efficient "selected" power stations. 
These stations, hO\yever, continued in the own
'ership of the existing und~rtakings, though they 
had to operate to the Board's instructions; the' 
latter being, responsible for all operating charges 
and required to .sell back to the owners, at the 
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. cost of production plus a' charge to cover the 
Board's expenses,> S1:lch am.ouv.ts of electricity 
as the ~wners might require. This somewhat 
complicated arrangement was, of course, the 
'result of the principle 'of ." minimum inter:" 
ference," and would ;not, have, been necessary 
had the Act been more far-r.eaching. The less 
efficient" non-selected " statio~ could demand 
supplies from th,cgrid, but, if so, the Board 
had power compulsorily to close them down, 
provided it could be' shown that the cost of 
supply from the grid was, over a period of 
seven yearS, l~ than the cost of independent 
generation. This power was subject to certain 
limitations, which will be referred to later .. 

" The grid was constructed according to area 
schemes (there are nine such areas, covering 
practically the whole country, though two of 
the areas are now virtually merged), and ids 
interesting to note that these schemes were first 
prepared by the Electricity Commissioners 
and then adopted by the Board. In the original 
Bill the schemes were to be submitted by the 
'Board to the Commissioners, but in committee 
stage this was altered to transmitted by the 
CommissioI;l.ers to the Board. 

• < 
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The nine grid areas are:as fO,lIows : 

Central Sc'otl~nd ,Mid-E~st. England. 
South Scotland.. {South~East Eri~land 
North-East England East England 

,North-West England : South-West Engiand 
Central England 

In addition to tne construcoon and opera
tion of the grid,' the Board, h:a,~ to provide, by 
arrangement with . the undertakings, for the 
standardization ~f frequency. Financially, this 
was, however, a separate matter from the con
struction of the grid. For the latter pUrpose the 
Board had to raise loans, ,with or without 
Treasury guarantee, the interest charges .on 
which had to be met out of revenue accruing . 
from the operation of the grid. The cost ¢ 
frequency standardization, on the other hand, 
was met by a tUrnover tax on all the existing 
undertakings in the country. A3 regards the 
loans for the construction of the grid., there was 
provision in the Act for the suspe~io~ o( sink
ing fund and the payment of mterest' out of 
.capital for a period of five years. In any com- . 
prehensive schemes of electrical development, 
there is inevitably a considerable pep.od during 
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. which little or no return is obtained on capital 
expenditure. This is an important point, which 
will be referred to later in connection with 
distribution. 

The foregoing is a' very, brief outline of the 
main provisions of the 1926 Act. Although it 
gave to ~e Central Electricity Board the most 
essential powers, there were limitations to these 
powers which have considerably hampered the 
Board's operations. These limitations were for 
the most part imposed, not in the ,interests of . 
the public, but to placate vested interests at 
the time the Act was passed. The most serious 
limitations arise in the following manner. A 
non-selected station taking a supply from the 
grid can only be shut down if it can be shown 

I 

that the cost of the grid supply over a period 
of seven years is less than the present cost of 
generation. This sounds reasonable, but, in 
making the comparison, it is laid down in the 
Act that no account shall be taken of charges 
on the capitciI expenditure of the undertaking. 
In other words, the comparison is between· the 
grid price, which, of course, includes charges 
on capital expenditure, with the bare operating 
cost of the undertaking, excluding such similar 
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charges. Such a comparison would only be 
reasonable hefore the grid is constructed. Mter 
construction the capital charges on both the 

-gricl and the undertaking's plant are inevitable 
in any event, and therefore it would be in the 
national futerest for the supply to be given from 
the grid if,. as would' almost always be the case, 
the operating cost of the grid (i.e. the bare cost 
of current excluding capital charges) is' less 
than that of the underta~ng. . 

A further limitation on the operation of the 
grid arises from the necessity under the Act of 
declaring a: uniform grid tariff for each area. 
It is difficu~t to frame such a. tariff, because, in 
order to be aple to s~pply undertakings owning 
moderately' efficient stations, the tariff must 
necessarily be low. If low, Qther undertakings 
owning very inefficient stations, or owning no 
stations, get their supplies excessively cheaply, 
and it is difficult for the Board to cover their 
operating cost.~onversely there are instances 
where it may be d~sirable, for special reasons, 

. to give supplies below the grid tariff. A com
pany undertaking ~ould, of course, give bulk 

,. supplies at the highest price which could be . 
obtained in each instance. While not suggesting 

Ox . 
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that the company policy is desirable as a 
national policy, it is clear that so long as the 
Board has virtually to compete with the com-

. panies the former is at a disadvantage. if it 
cannot use the methods of the latter •. 

Undoubtedly some of thesefunitations re
quire urgendy to be dealt with if full use is to 
be made of the grid, but a more important 
defect in the Act lies in the fact that it contains 
no adequate provision to secure to the general 
public the benefit of econOlnies effected. It is 
true that there is provision for a revision by the 
Electricity ComInissioners of the prices charged 
by the undertakings, or a relating of these to 
dividends, but the basis of such revision is not 
clearly defined, nor is it obligatory on the, Com
Inissioners to take action. Now, as has already 
been mentioned, the ComInissioners duties are 
largely judicial, and, having developed the 
judicial oudook, they are litde incline~ to play 
the rOle of public prosecutor. Consequendy, 
except by pressure of public opinion, there is 
no assurance that the general public will 
benefit fully as the result of the grid. Even 
more serious is the fact that there is no power 
to force the undertaki.i:lgs to adopt a progressive 
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policy and t9 make supplies available through .. 
out their areas at reasonable prices. The 
absence of such powers, not only penalizes the 
public, but makes it impossible tq utilize the 
grid to its full capacity. 'Ibis, ~owever). touches 
on the general problem of distribution, and 
will be dealt with later. 

THE CENTRAL Ji;L~C'J'lUCITY BQARJ;) , . 

The members of the Board were appointed 
in 1927, and the chairmanship was given to 
Sir Andrew Duncan, a barrister who had 
previously served on various comniittees and 
royal commissions, and was Coal Controller 
after the War, and,. later, Vice,.President of 
the Shipbuilders' Federation. The construction 
of th~ grid was immediately pressed ahead with 
the greatest possible speed, the Central! Scot
land scheme being the first to be commenced • 
. Several decisions of fundamental importa:p.ce 
wen~ taken, notably the following;, 

, (I) It was decided not to make use of the 
Treasury guarantee, but to raise money on the 
Board's own security,. and so keep the Board 
clear of Treasury controLThis'decision, though 
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it involved difficulty, has been adhered to ever 
since, and is of great importance, because it 
has thus been possible to prevent the Board 
becoming merely a Government department. 
From the very commencement of the Board's 
existence this policy has been stressed, and its 
success will probably allow the organization 
of the Central Electricity B03:-rd to be taken, 
in many respects, as a model for similar bodies 
which may be created in the future. It is 'Yorth 
noting that the Electricity CommissionerS" 
because they came into existence before new' 
ideas of public administration had been con
ceived, have.not avoided the characteristics of 
the Government department. 

(2) It was decided to get the grid constructed 
and connected to all the principal stations 
before necessarily entering into definite ar
rangements with the various undertakings for 
givmg or taking supplies. 

(3) In adopting schemes, it was decided to 
resist the objections raised by undertakings in 

. densely populated areas to forming part of 
areas covering sparsely populated regions.' 
Thus the North-West England scheme covers 
the dense area of Lancashire and the sparsely 
populated area of Cumberland and North 
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Wales, despite the desire of some of the Lan
cashire undertakings .to have an area of their 
own. The principle: here adopted is similar to 
that of the uniform postal rates adopted by the 
Post Office. 

(4) It was decided at all costs to get the grid 
constructed quickly, and not to invoke -more 
than absolutely necessary the slow machinery 
of compulsory powers to acquire wayleaves. 
This policy may have involved extra cost, but 
largely achieved its object~ 

- (5) The policy of co-operating to the fullest 
possible extent with existing authorities-the 
Post Office, the Air Ministry, local authorities, 
railway companies, etc., and even such non
statutory bodies as the Farmers' Union and 
the Council for the Preservation of Rural 
England-was adopted. This policy was natur- . 
ally not without its difficulties, and sometimes 
clashed with (4). 

(6) From. the very first the problem of 
public amenities was given much consideration; 
both in the design of towers and in the routes 
of lines. To some extent a. compromise was 
inevitable between such considerations· and 
engineering and \ economic considerations. 
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Moreoyer, the result was not always satis
factory, as, for instance, when nearly a year 

. was lost in the construction of the lines on 
and around the South Downs, largely due 
to differences of opinion between the various 
local bodies. Similar trouble was experienced 
in the Lake District, but, broadly speaking, 
the policy was successful. 

(7) ln the earlier period every effort was 
made' to placate the opposition of the vested 
interests, whose hostility was very great after 
the passage ·of the Act. The means of doing 
this were numerous, but perhaps the most 
effective was by personal contact, particularly 
between the chairman and members' of the 
Board and the representatives of the interests; 
and also between the Board's engineers and 
those of the undertakings. At a later stage, 
area consultative committees were formed, 
representing all the undertakings in each area, 
together with 'a similar n,!-tional consultative 
committee. These steps were effective, and 
hostility greatly diminished, particularly from 
the municipal authorities. The Board gradu
ally became accepted as a ·vital part of the 
electric supply industry, but, as its position 
liIecame more assured, so too did.itS attitude 
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stiffen towards· those vested interestS which 
were irreconcilably hostile, and which ham
pered the Board's 9perations. 

THE GRID 

The above are some of the' main points 
of general policy characterizing the Board's 
activities. As regards the actual engineering 
and construction of the grid; there were many 
difficulties to face. In the first place no high 
voltage work (132,000'volts) had, up to I927f 
been carried out.in thiS country, nor had 
British manufacturers mu~ experience in 
the manufacture of such apparatus. By close 
investigation of experience abroad-Americat 
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, etc., and some 
of the Dominions-where high-voltage trans
mission had been developed to some extent, 
and by obtaining the best technical advice 
available in this country, the various probletns 
were gradually dealt -with. Some of these 
·problems were, however, peculiar to the circmn
stances· in this country, and had to be settled 
without the aid of ~perience abroad. It is no 
.small tribute to the technical staffs of the en
groeers and manufacturers-both design and 
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construction-that the grid has be~n completed 
. and put into operation without, at least up 
to the present, any major mistakes having 
been made. Such errors as have been dis
covered have almost all been of a quite minor 
nature, and, because of central co-ordination, 
any defects discovered in one area have at 
once been rectified before they developed 
in other areas. For the same reason it has been 
possible to carry out experiments on new types 
of apparatus and more economlcal designs. 
In general, technical progress has undoubtedly 
·been immensely more rapid than would ever 
have been possible under independe~t private 
enterprise. British manufacturers have prob
ably now got experience in the manufacture 
of high-voltage apparatus which is in advance 
of that of any other country in the world. 

As regards cost, . the whole grid has been 
constructed~ allowing for extensions not in
cluded in the original proposals, fox: very nearly 
what had been estimat~d in the Weir r~port, 
but, of course1 in the later stages the general 
price level had fallen substantially. This oc
curred, however, after the bulk of the contracts 

. had been placed. Very large economies have 
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been effected mer~ly by the large-scale opera
tions ofthe Board .. Had the grid lines, or their 
equivalent, been gradually constructed piece
meal by private enterprise, the total cost to the 
country would inevitabJy have been very much 
greater. The cost of electrical eq'uipment is, of 
course, liable to be affected by attempts on the 
part of ,manufacturers to, make large profits 
through" ring " prices. Some of these attempts 
have, 'fr~m the manufacturers' point of view, 
been successful, and quite a nUplber have failed 
because of internal weaknesses in the ring 
associations. Amongst those which have suc
ceeded are the cable makers' and switch-gear 
makers' rings, which have been in operation 
for many years, while that attempted by the 
transformer makers' had until quite recently 
been less successful. In the latter case the failure 

,to maintain ring prices probably resulted In 
excessive competition, for some time forcing 
prices down below, an economic value. It is, 
worth remarking that associations of manu, 
facturers, even if they do result in higher prices, 
are not wholly undesirable. If properly or
ganized", they may result in substantial econo
mies to the manufacturers and to a proper 
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sharing of orders, which prevents violent fluc
tuations of employment in any particular 
works. If such associations go no further than 
fixing prices at high levels, they are, of course, 
wholly objectionable; but if, as in the case of. 
the Cable Makers' Association, they go much 
further and include organized research, pool
ing of patents and knowledge, they are defin
itely desirable in the public interest, provided 
there is some restriction on excessive profits. 
Whether, under conditions of private enter .. 

. prise, such restriction of profits is possible is 
another matter. 

STA~DARDtZATtO~ OF FREQ,UENCY

The cost of the standardization of frequency 1 

has been much heavier than had been esti
mated by the Weir Committee. This is mainly 
due to the fact that the Weir Committee esti
mate was based on a survey made in· 1924. 
l'he actual work was not in prqgress till some 
six or seven years latt:r, and in the meantime 
the amount of apparatus of all sorts which had 
to be converted had very greatly increased. 
The cost, as already stated, falls on the industry 
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as a whole, and is not part of the Board's 
expenditure on the grid. Although very costly, 
there can be no doubt that if Will prove to. be a 
sound investment, both because of economies 
thus made possible through the grid, and by 
economies iIi . the future manufacture of 

,standard frequency apparatus. It_ must be 
realized that electricity supply is still only in 
its early s~ages, and what seems costly to-day 

. ~ will in a few years' time be a negligib~e propor
tion of the total capital investmel.lt in the in.. , 
dustry. For the same reasop.,if the standardiza
tion had been: postponed, and, as is probable, 
had become imperative at a later date, the cost 
w~)Uld have been immensely greater. ' 

PRESENT POSITION 

, The grid is n~w virtually completed, or, as is 
probably more correct to say, it has reached a 
more or less steady state of expansion. The 
original schemes are completed, but extensions 
are in hand, and will alway~ be in hand as far 
ahead as it is possible. to see. The stage has 
been reached when, as visualized by the Weir 
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I Committee, the existence of a network of trans
mission lines makes it possible to obtain a cheap 
supply of power wherever required. Such new 
supplies are being asked for, and, are being 
given by the Board, and this is involving the 
construction of new transforming stations and 
other work. These new supplies are mainly 
being given in the areas towards which indus
try is tending to migrate-that is to say, in the 
southern' 'districts. As from the beginning of 
1934 the grid has been in full operation, in ac
cordance with the terms ot the 1926 Act, over 
most of the country. Certain-areas, particularly 
Central Scodand, have been in full operation 
for some time past, and others have beell in' 
operation under temporary arrangements, and 
already substantial savings in operating' costs 
have been made. Much the largest saving is, 
however, in the capital cost of generating plant, 
and on this score alone the whole cost of the 
grid-some. 30 . million pounds-will in all 
probability have been repaid within the next 
ten years. ,Du~ing the past twelve years the 
average annual installation of new generating 
plant sanctioned by the Electricity Commis~ 
sioners was about 515,000 kw. Even allowing 
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for the effect of the depression the -figure for 
recent years would, in the absence of 'the 
grid, have been at least 500,000 -kw. With the 
approaching completion of the grid the figure 
fell ~o 153,000 kw. in Ig31-32, and to 67,000 
kw. in 1932-33, which represents an average 
annual saving of at least £5,000,000. Annual 
savings of this order of magnitude are likely 
to continue indefinitely, so that the whole cost 
of the grid and the frequency change will be 
wiped out in some ten years. To say this, does 
not, however, mean that tlle cost will be repaid 
to the Board. The bulk of the savings, both in 
operating costs and particularly in capital 
costs, accrue not to the Board, but to the ex
isting undertakings, who mayor may not hand 
them on to the public in full. Some of the diffi
culties with which the Board is faced under the 
terms of the Act have been mentioned, and 
it may be some time before the latter's financial 
position is finally assured, unless, in the mean
time, certain amendments to the Act are made. 
The saving to the country is, however, un,'" 
doubted, and it is correct to say that the prob
lem of generation and main transinission-the 
wholesale side of the "electric supply industry 
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-has been effectively dealt with. No doubt 
further improvements, both in technical 
matters and in actual organization of the 
Board, will be made in course of time, but 
there is nothing now to hinder such develop"" 
ments. 

The above is no doubt very satisfactory from 
the point of view of electric supply, but there 
is another and much less pleasing side to the 
present situation. In carrying through this 
great work of construction, involving an ex
penditure of some go million pounds (or be
tween 40 and 50 including the frequency 

\ -
change) in Six or seven years, a very large 
number of persons has been employed directly 
or indirectly. The construction work is now 
mainly completed, and all the firms concerned 
have consequently had to effect drastic reduc
tions in staff. Large numbers of workers of all 
kinds-some very highly trained engineers
are 'consequently being thrown out of employ
ment .. On top of this, the very fact of the suc
cess of the grid, particularly in saving expendi
ture on new generating plant, is further adding 
to unemployment. The present position is that 
on the construction side of the heavy electrical 
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engineering industry there exists a producing 
capacity which is. not now being used, and 
which will certClin.ly remain unused until 
some further scheme similar to the grid is 
colbmenced. 



DISTRIBUTION 

STANDARDIZATION, 

So FAR only the wholesale side of the electric 
, ,supply industry has been considered. It is now' 

necessary to consider fully the distribution or 
retail side of the industry, and to do this it is 
necessary first to outline the existing position. 
There are at the present time about 650 
separate distribution authorities. Of these
about 380 are local authorities, and about 270 
are companies. The areas of supply vary 
enormously, ranging from a few square miles 
to several thousand square miles. The voltages 
at which domestic consumers are supplied are 
~umerous, and very little progress has yet been 
made towards general 'standardization at 230 
volts, which is the agreed standard voltage. 
Many undertakings continue to give direct 
current supplies, to the disadvantage of their 

,consumers-both from the point of view of con
, venience and cost. In a survey which the Elec

tricity Commissioners took 'in 1929 (at the . • 
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request of the Council of the In~titute of Elec-
trical Engineers) it was shown that electric 
lighting supplies in 1927-28 were allocated 
between voltages ,approximately as follows : 

23.0 volts (standard) 22 percent 
220-240 volts 

(excluding 230 volts) 
200-215 volts 
Above 240 volts 
Below 200 volts 

32 per cent 
38 per cent 
4 per cent 
4 per cent 

The above figures do not take into account 
the difference between alternating current and 
direct current. Some of the lighting load at the 
standard voltage ill diI:ect current. There was 
therefore less than 20 per cent 9f the total _ 
domestic load standardized at 230 volts ai
~rnating current. The remaining load, partly 
alternating 'current and partly direct current~ 
was supplied at a multiplicity O'tvoltages. ; •. 

This lack of standardization involves im
mense inconvenience. to ,the public, and very 
great cost. For instance, any person who moves 
f):"om one district to another, or in some cases 
from one side of a street to another, may be . 
involved in replacing or altering any electrical 
appliances he may possess, and the costs of 

DI 
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small industrial motors and other apparatus are 
increased by' the impossibility of bulk. manu
facture for one voltage. ~he cost of distribu
tion is also increased for systems (the majority) 
operating below 230 volts, and mor~. espe
cially for systems employing direct rather than 
alternating current. 

Since the above figures were compiled there 
. has probably been comparatively little change, 
although it would be desirable to make imme
diately a fresh survey in. order to. bring the' 
figures up to date. The Electricity Commis-. 
sioners hav6 tried to encourage the standard 
230 volt alternating current system for exten
sions undertaken recently, and all new distribu
tion systems have been laid. down at the 
standard voltage. Unfortunately this is not 
enough, because the non-standard systems , 
continue themselves to expand and grow, and 
the proportion of standard to non-standard 
may remain little changed, despite the fact 
that all new systems are standard. The position 
in 1929 is illustrated by the following extract 
from a letter written- by the secretary of the 
Electrical Contractors' Association to the Elec
tricity Commissioners, : 
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My CoUncil, at' its last mee~g. considered reports 

from various centres as to the comparatively large exten
sions which were being carried out at the present time 
differing from the standard voltage of 230-400 

volts .••. 
My Council does not think for one ,moment that the 

Electricity Commissioners' are not doing their best to 
deal with the situation, but my object in communicating 
with you is to ask that every possible effort should be 
taken 'to ensure standardization, as extension at non
standard yoltage seriously affects the selling costs, due 
to the large stocks of lamps and domestic appliances
which it IS necessary to manufacture and stock,' and to 
the fact-and we regard this as a very important on~ 
that it deters consumers who contemplate changing 
their residence, from purchasing electrical equipment 
which they would otherwise do at the present time ...• 

My Council would also be pleased to learn what steps, 
if any, the Commissioners have in view for the standard,. 
ization of existing voltages of supply, particularly in 
adjoining areas, where the difference in some cases is 
only 10 or possibly 20 volts •••. 

It may be wondered why the Electricity Com
missioners had not previously, taken more 
definite steps with ,regard to standardiz~tion. 
The an~wer is that the Commissioners had 
neither the power ~or, owing to their largely 
judicial function, the im::lin~tion to. take posi
tive action. Such action as is wi~hin, the scope 
of their powers has indeed peep. taken- since 
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1929 as the result of the considerabte public 
feeling which has'· become manifest, but th~ 
results have, as already stated, been relatively 
slight. Obviously the position couid only be 
cleared up by.a bold decision to standardize, 
such as was taken in -the wholesale field with 
regard to frequency. The cost of voltage 
standardization (not including change from 
D.C. to A.d.) was estimated in 1929 to lie 
between £10,000,000 and £16,000,000. The 
cost to-day would probably be substantially 
greater, but, relative to the total capital in
volved, the -cost of voltage standardization 
is comparable with that of frequency stan
dardization already completed or nearly com
pleted. 

While it is obvious that standardization can 
only be effected by a bold move such as that 
successfully accomplished in the field of whole~ , 
sale supply, it is equally obvious that the hope cf 
such a bold policy being carried through is very 
small-in fact negligible-so long as the retail 
side of electric supply remains in the hands of 
between six and seven hundred authorities and 
cqmpanies. For this reason alone it is impera
tive that distribution be placed in the hands of 
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a - few large regional authorities, themselves 
under one central authority capable of ~ackling 
this vital problem of standardization. 

DISTRIBUTION AREAS 

Apart from the problem of standardization, 
it is, of course, quite ludicrous that there 
should be six or seven hundred authorities. 
with as many different types of tariff, confusing 
to the public and resultfng in gross inequality of 
price. The absurdity of the present situation.is 
illustrated by the map opposite, showing the 
number of authorities in London and the area 
south of the Thames. As will be seen, there 
is a host of company areas, interspersed in 
which are the local authority areas. There 
is obviously no attempt at logical planning of 
the boundaries of areas or their sizes, and 

-some of the areas are manifestly far too small. 
The curves in Diagram I show how little 
change there has been in distribution costs in 

'!he last twelve years, although in generation 
there has been a substantial fall. 
. It has been argued in defence' of private 
enterprise in the field of aistribution that the 
size of area is not dkectly related to the total 
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cost of distribution, or that the capital cost of 
a distribution system does not' decrease with 
increase in the area covered. While it may be 
agreed that as regards capital .cost very large
scale I operation has som~what less effect' in 
distribution than in generation andtrans~ 
miSsion, there can be no, doubt that very great 
economies can be made,' particularly in man
agement and operating costs, by large-scale 
operation,. There can also be little doubt that 
substantial savings would in fact be made in 
capital costs. In a paper read before the Insti
tution of Electrical Engineers in February 1933 
by Mr. J. M. Kennedy and Miss Noakes:-the 
first paper to criticize broadly the whole 
existing organization of distribution, and one 
which raised a storm of criticism-it is shown, 
from statistics compiled' by the Electricity 
Commissioners, that, if the total revenue of 
each undertaking be allocated as between 
generation and distribution, the latter portion, 
expressed as a percentage return on the disfr}:. , 
bution capital of each undertaking, varies 
inversely with the amount of this capitai. 
Thus the average percentage return for ~ smaIl 
undertaking, with less than [250,000 capi4t1 

i ' 
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investment in distribution (nevertheless large 
compared with some of the existing under
takings) is over 25 per cent, while for a capital 
investment of between £1,000,000 and 
£2,000,000 thisfigu.re is reduced, to~bout 
15 per cent. The present average capital in
vestment in distribution for the 650 under
takings is £300,000, the great bulk of under
takings being below this figure. While the above 
figures cannot be accepted as conclusive 
evidence of the economy of large distribution 
areas, they are fairly convincing. Perhaps the 
most convincing proof lies, however, in the 
fact that some of the most successful distribu
ting authorities cover areas up to 5;000 square 
miles, or populations up to nearly two million, 
and capital expenditure on distribution up to 
£7,000,000, and that there is invariably a 
tendency for the larger authorities to expand 
and to absorb, so far as may be possible, 
adjoining areas. 

The argument for large areas is not wholly· 
based on economies thus made possible, but 
depends also on the advantage to consumers of 
dealing with one authority covering a wide 
area, and of having uniformity ~f tariff a~d 
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good salesma~ship. Probably ~he fact is that 
" very appreciable economies are to be made as 

average mixed urban and -rural areas are 
'increased in size up to at least 1,000 or pos": 
sibly ~,OOO' square miles-:-representing capital 
ihvestment in distribution of several million 
pounds. Thereafter the e~nomies are likely 
to be less as the areas increase in size, ,but, 
because of the other advantages of uniformity 
and standardization mentioned above, it may 
,be desirable to have areas considerably greater' 
even than 2,000 square miles. 

In the paper by Kennedy and Noakes 
referred to above, it is shown that very little 
inprovement has be~n effected in recent years 

. in the units sold per £ of distribution capital. 
The figure for 193 I is in fact lower than in any 
year since 1921, and it is primarily the number 
of units sold per £ of distribution capital which 
settles the. cost per unit of distribution. Many 
of the companies, particularly the smaller 
ones, had adopted a retrograde policy of 
"large profits, small turnover,". "the effect of 
which was to keep sales low and distribution 

. cost high. The vicious cirCle so established 
can only be broken by a bold reduction of 
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prices, which, as is shown in the paper referred 
to above, may very well result in increase in' net 
revenue and the possibility of a further reduc
tion in prices. The present position is that few 
companies and not all municipal undertakings 
are prepared to adopt this bold policy. Con
sequently the public suffer. 

DISTRIBUTION IN RURAL AREAS 

This is still more true as regards the develop
ment of rural areas. To give the benefit of 
electric supply to such areas-and it is a very 
great benefit indeed-a bold progressive policy' 
is absolutely essential. The distribution system 
must be laid down first, and then the load built 
up by the adoption of a low tariff. Such a 
policy-which means losses in the early years 
of development, followed by small profits on 
a large turnover in the later years-is the very. 
antithesis of the policy of many companies. 
1J1e following is an extract from the Electricity' 
ComInissioners' Annual Report for 1931 : 

I 

The salient feature revealed by the foregoing statistics 
is the predominating influence of the "large consumers" 
upon the developments which have hitherto taken place 
in the rural areas of supply. The figures point definltely 
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to the conclusion that much of the development has 
been on the basis of specific and possibly sporadic exten~ 
sions of systems for the express purpose of securing 
individual factory and power loads of sufficient Value in 
themselves to justify the initial outlay involved. 

There has undoubtedly been a 'tendency in many 
rural areas for such loads to be regarded as the primary 
objective of development, and for the smaller individual 
demands of the rural population, of farms, etc., 'to be 
regarded as useful supplementary loads to be secured as 
and when they represent remunerative additions to the 
supply systems. Such a tendency was perhaps to have 
been expected in embarking on a new phase of electrical 
development in this country. 

It is becoming increasingly apparent, however, that, 
to secure the greatest possible measure of rural electrifi~ 
cation and the fullest use of the capital expenditure 
involved, development must be proceeded with on the 
basis of carefully planned' schemes of transmission and 
distribution for a rural area of supply as a whole; and 
that due regard must be had to the potentialities, not 
only of the larger individual loads, but also of aU the 
communities, farms, etc., capable of being served. , 

The degree of development attained will be influenced 
to an important extent by the existence or absence of 
other factors~ such as the offer of an attractive two-part 
tariff designed to encourage the fullest use of electricity ; 
the offer of facilities in the way of schemes of assisted 
wiring, and of hire and lIirC-:purchase of apparatus, 
whereby initial installations or extensions can be pro~ 
vided without necessitating large cash payments by 

'potential or existing consumers; the provision ,of an 
efficient maintenance service j and active propaganda 
and demonstration. ' 
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Full use has not hitherto been made of the foregoing 
factors by all of the undertakings engaged in rural devel
opments. Even in the areas where supplies have been 
established, there is still much scope for obtaining new 
consumers and also for bringing abo,,!-t the more general 
use of electricity for a variety of purposes py the con
stm;lers already connected to the supply systems, as 
shown by the preceding statistics. 

The Electricity Commissioners are not a 
body who would make such charges unless 

_ there was good reason for doing so. 
It should also be mentioned that two mem

bers of the Commissioners' staff-Messrs. 
Dickinson a.nd Grimmett-read in 193 I a 
paper on rural distribution before the In.' 
stitution of Electrical Engineers. This paper 
analysed in detail the cost of rural distribution 
and the prospects of consumption. The con· 
elusions reached are that the costs of distribu· 
tion in rural areas are not so very different 
from those in urban areas, because of economies 
due to the use of overhead construction, and 
that consequently the electrificat;ion of sparsely 
populated areas is a practical proposition 
provided it is recognized that losses must be 
incurred during the first few years-up to, say, 
five years or So in very. sparsely populated 
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areas. Messrs. Dickinson and Grimmett's paper 
may be somewhat optimistic in certain respects 
and open to criticism in detail, but, broadly, 
the authors establish their case. The develop
ment period during which losses will be in. 
curred in a rural area may be s~mewhat longer 
than they estimate, or-more probably-th.e 
rapid success of rural schemes could only be 
assured if carried out on a bigger ,scale than 
they assume, but, in either· event, it is of little 

. use to look to private enterprise, or to municipal 
enterprise, to electrify the rural districts of the 
country in the near future. Some more or less 
experimental work has been done on intensive 
rural electrification, but it is exceptional, and 
some of the more outstanding work of this sort 
has been done by local authorities-as, for 
instance, the Bedford, Norwich, and Chester 
corporations' rural electrification schemes; 
the two former corporations receiving financial 
assistance from outside sources. These schemes 
are on a small scale, covering areas varying 
between about 100 and 140 square miles. As 
has been indicated earlier, such areas are much 
to? small, although it has to be borne in mind 
that in the above instances' they are associated 
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with the urban areas of supply of the three 
corporations in question, and therefore, to some 
extent, form part of larger areas. Experience 
up to date on the three areas shows that the 
Chester scheme (started about ten years ago) 
has reached the remunerative stage, while the 
other two, after only three or four years, are 
still running at a loss, although with a very 
.rapidly rising consumption of electricity which 
will in all probability result in their becoming 
self-supporting in another few years. It is 
unfortunate, and at the same time condem
natory of distribution in this country, that only 
·a few small-scale experiments such as the 
above have been made on intensive rural 
distribution, bearing in mind that electric 
supply in Great Britain started some fifty or 
more years ago. Nor can criticism be confined 
only to lack of progress in rural areas. Even in 
urban areas, particularly those in the hands of 
companies, progress has been very slow. Some 
of the larger municipal areas, where· a really 
progressive policy has been followed, show 
what can be done, but few munidpalities supply 
large rural areas in conjunction with their 
urban areas, and therefore such undertakings 
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- have (not got the characteristics essential to 
proper development of distribution, namely, 
supply to large mixed urban and rural areas. 

If a rapid development· were to be carried 
out in all areas the present capital expenditure 

. on distribution, large though it is (over 
£200,000,000), would have to be enormously 
increased. It is therefore vitally importan~ that 

'distribution be properly. planned and co
ordinated in the future if a vast wastage of 
expenditure is to be avoided, and if, within 
reasonable time, all the people of this countrY 
are to obtai:Q. the benefj.t of electric supply. 
The following section of this book outlines 
a scheme designed to achieve these results. 

FUTURE ORGANIZATION-GENERAL 

CONSIDERATIONS 

In the preceding section 'reasons have been 
given for the reorganization of electric distri

. butiot;J. on the basis of large regional areas. 
The control of these regional areas would be 

'in the hands of regional boards whose function 
would be to carry out the retail business of 
electric ~upply on a, self-supporting but non
profit-making basis. In order to achieve 
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co-ordination and ~tandardization, and to en
sure the adoption of a progressive policy, it is 
essential that these distribuuon boards should 
themselves be under the general control of a 
central national authority. In attempting to 
work out the details of such an organization 
it at once becomes apparent that the problem 
is related to the more general problem of the 
future organization and relationship of central 
and local government. Since the solution of this 
general problem lies in the future, it cannot be 
hoped at this stage to define an organization 
which will necessarily fit in exactly as a compo
nent part of the solution of the general problem. 
In any event, it cannot be expected that a 
definite and final solution of either particular 
or general problems of this type.is possible. 
A process of intelligent experiment in organiza
tion will, it is to be hoped, be one of the main 
features of the future history of this country. 
Such experiment can only be really successful 
if it is a deliberate policy, and if all possible 
steps are taken, in the interest of the country 
as a whole, to prevent vested interests interfer
ing ~th the logical solution of the problem. 
The following proposals with regard to the 
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" future organization of electric supply do not 

necessarily assume any changes having been 
, made in the present orgaiiizationof central 
or local government, but they are such that 
modification to fit in with any such changes 
would probably be fairly easy. 

The principal existing bodies concerned 
in electric supply are the Electricity ComInis

, sioners, the Central Electricity Board, local 
, authority undertakings, and company under
,takings. Mention should also be made of the 
three active, joint electricity authorities
London, North-West Midlands, and West 
Midlands. Any reorganization of the industry. 
should not only eliminate certain of these 
existing bodies butsho~d avoid creating 
'any more 'new bodies than absolutely neces
sary. Socialization of the industry will, of 
course, result in the disappearance of the 
companies, a total of about 270, but it !night 
not necessarily' jnvolve the disappearance of 
the local authorities. If distribution is to be 
carried out on a large-scale regional basis in 
the future, it is, however, clear that neither 
municipal nor any other existing local 
authorities are suitable, bodies ,to, which 

Ex 
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to entrust this function. Experience· with 
the wholesale work of the Central Board has 
shown that, except possibly the very large 
undertakings, local authorities are not, in 
general, suitable authorities for carrying out . 
generation and transmission, and, of course, 
the same is true of the companies. Purely 
from the point of view of efficiency, the main 
consider~tion applying both to the wholesale 
and retail business is to obtain an authority 
operating on a large scale, able to avoid a 
parochial point of view, and employing really 
first-:-rate al!d fully qualified staff. It is not, 
of course, suggested that exactly the same 
considerations apply both to generation and 
to transmission. and distribution. Generation 
and transmission can most satisfactorily be dealt 
with almost wholly by a central authority 
for the whole country, i.e. the Central Elec
tricity Board working through district offices 
under its immediate control. Distribution, 
on the other hand, must involve a much 
greater measure of local control, together with 
adequate central control, but.the local control 
should, for reasons already given, be exercised 
over much wider areas than those in the hands 
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of most local authorities at -the present time. 
Each regional area will include many cities, 
towns, ¥iIlages, and purely rural 'areas, and 
consequently the creation of special regional' 
authorities will be unavoidable. 

As . regards the existing central authorities, 
i.e. the Electricity -Commissioners and the 
. Central Electricity Board, it has already been 
pointed out that the functions of the former 
are largely judicial, while those of the latter 
are largely executive. It appears, therefore, 
that the Electricity Commission might in the 
reorganized industry be retained almost un
changed, except that their function would be 

\ made wholly judicial. They would, in fact,: 
be a court of appeal, to which any bodies 
or private individuals whose interests were 
affected by the operations of the 'central or· 
regional. executive authorities could appeal • 

. 'They would also have the function of ensuring 
that the central or regional executive authori
ties operated in accordance with the terms 
of the Acts of Parliament from which their 

. powers were obtained. The Electricity Commis- . 
. sioners would therefore remain directly under, 
~nd responsible to, the Minister of Transport. 
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As the Central Electricity Board is at 
present the central executive authority for the 
wholesale business of generation and trans
mission, the question arises whether or not 
another central authority for the retail business· 
of distribution is requ}.red. Apart from the 
general objection to creating another authority, 

, it appears that, unless there is an absolutely 
clear distinction between the wholesale and 
retail business, little justification could be 
found f?r a new authority. The distinction 
that has been drawn, up to the present, between 
the wholesale and retail business appears, on' 
examination, to be somewhat artificial. Trans
mission . and distribution merge into each 
other without any real line of .demarcation, 
and the distinction drawn previously has 
probably largely been the result of public 
control of the one, and private enterprise 
control of the other. In fact, to some extent, 
the supposed clear distinction between the 
wholesale and retail sides of the electric 
supply industry has been used largely as an 
excuse for permitting the one to be' under 
public control, while not permitting private 
enterprise to be interfered with in the other. 
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Previous to the passing of the 1926 Act several 
of the larg~r companies controlled generation, 
transmission, and distribution within very 
large areas up to about 5,000 square miles, 
and showed that it is not, in fact, essential to 
have separate controlling authorities for ~the 
wholesale supply and the retail supply. It 
appears, therefore; that while distribution 
does call for a large measure of local' control, 
there is not sufficient reason for the creation 

. of a central controlling 'body other .than the 
. existing Central. Electricity B,oard. The first 

task of the Central Electricity Board, the 
creation of the grid, is now virtually completed, 
and, with suitable modification to its com
position, there appears to be no reason )Vhy 
it should not have, its function extended to 
embrace the central national control of both 
the wholesale and retail sides of the industrY. 
This, indeed, is in accordance with the opinion 
,expressed by the original Williamson Committee 
for dealing with electric supply pb initio, as 
quoted earlier in this book. In accordance 
with the above considerations the reorganiza
tion of the industry would be as follows: 
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DETAILS OF FUTURE ORGANIZATION' 

The whole country would be divided into 
about ten regions, corresponding, .approxim
a~ely, to the nine areas ofthe grid scheme (one 
or two areas being subdivided or partially 
combined). Within each region, the ownership 
of all existing undertakings, both local au
thority and company, would be vested in the 
Central Electricity Board, who would delegate 
the administration and operation of the under
takings to regional boards under the general 
control of. the Central Board. The exact 
number and boundaries of these regions would, 
of course, require to be the subject of a special 
-investigation to be carried out by the. Electricity 
Commissioners in consultation with the Central 
Electricity Board, but the completion of such 
an investigation need not delay the passing of 
the necessary legislation. 

Each regional board would consist of a 
chairman and five members, of whom two 
would be appointed by the Ministry of Trans
port (which is the Government department at 
present responsible for electric supply) after 
consultation with the local government. 
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authorities within the region. One other mem
ber would be appointed on· the grounds of 
general qualifications, and the two remaining 
members after consultation with the workers' 
associations concerned. The ~hairman of each 
regional board would be appointed by the 

. Minister of Transport on general grounds. The 
chairman and the member appointed on 
general grounds would be full-time members, 
the remaining four being part-time. 

, The existing Central Electricity Board, Which 
would now have general control over the whol6 
industry and therefore over the various re
gional boards, would, in future, consist of five 
members and a chairman. Of the five members, 
two would be appointed by the Minister of 
Transport on general grounds, one would be 
appointed after consultation with the workers' 
associations concerned, and two would be 
appointed after consultation with other indus
tries and services affected, particularly the 
electrical manufacturing industries and the 
railways. The chairman would be a full-time 
appointment made by the Minister on general 
grounds. Of the members, of the Central 
Electricity Board, the two appointed on general 
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grounds would also be full-time, the remairiing 
three being part-time only. Associated with
the Central Electricity Board would be a 

. consultative council, consisting of the ten 
chairmen of the regional boards, and meeting 
at regular intervals. 

The representation of workers on the con
trolling bodies proposed above would, of 
course, be subject to s~ch decisions on workers' 
representation as may be taken in the futUre. 

The operations of the regional boards would 
be subject to the general control of the Central 
Electricity ~oard as regards the approval of 
schemes for co-ordinating and extending the 
distribution system within the area, and for 
effecting standardization, subject to. a decision 
by the Electricity Commissioners in the event of 
any dispute., Capital required for distribution 
expenditure would be raised on the security of 
the wholy electric supply industry by the 
Central Electricity Board, and would be 
allocated to the regional boards for the 
carrying out of approved schemes of distribu- .. 
tion. The e?Cpenses' of the Central Board on 
account of distribution would be covered by' a 
levy on the unit output in the same manner as 
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the expenses of the Electricity Com.niission are 
, met at the present time. 

Operation of the selected power stations and 
of the grid would be carried on by the Central 
Electricity Board as at present, but the actual 
ownership of the power stations would be 
vested in the Board in order to avoid. the 
present anomaly whereby the Board controls 
the operation of power stations owned by the 
existing municipal and comp~y undertakings. 
It will also be desirable to transfer t9 the Board 
railway and certain other non-statutory genera~ 
ting stations which are at present excluded 
from the Board's control, and which should, 
from a national point of view, form part of the 
grid system. The above proposals . are shown, 
in diagrammatic form below. 

The three joint electricity authorities in 
active existence at the present time would 
be merged in the corresponding regiQnal 
boards, as in the case of local authority under~ 
takings. These three joint electricity authorities, 

. namely, London, North-West -Midlands, and 
West Midlands, exercise comparatively limited 

-functions, and the capital involved is relatively 
small. 
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,LARGE MUNICIPAL UNDERTAKINGS 

A few of the larger municipal undertakings 
such as Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, etc., at present operate 
distribution systems sufficiently large (mea
sured in capital expenditure or sale of elec
tricity) to make possible most of the economies 
due to larg~-scale operation, and it is. therefo!,e 
possible to visualize a scheme in which these 
larger municipal under~akings are constituted 
special regional boards, possibly with their 
areas of supply extended. If distribution were 
to be regarded merely from the point of vie~ of 
the present position, and without allowing for 
very great -growth in the future, such an ar
rangement would doubtless be easier to effect, 
and would avoid the opposition'ofsome of these 
municipal authorities to the more drasti~ 
scheme suggested above, involving transference 
of ownership. It would, however, be wrong to 
regan;l the problem from this point of view, 
because it is certain that enormous expansion 
of distribution will occur, in the future, re" 
,suIting in the present expenditure being cor
respondingly increased.,' The population of 
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these large cities may shift outwards, involving 
extensions of the city boundaries into areas at 
present rural and under other supply authori
ties. Consequently any separation of the large 
municipal undertakings from the regions in 
which they, are situated is likely ~o involve , 
difficulties in the future, and to restrict the 
application of comprehensive schemes. It might 
also add to the difficulty of effecting standar
'dization of voltage and type of current. Apart 
from such difficulties, it is doubtful, from a 
general point of view, if municipal government 
is best suited lathe operation of services such as 
electric supply where a very rapid growth is in 
progress,. and where major technical changes 
must be anticipated in the fqture involving 
decision in· policy of a regional, if not of a 
national, character. Such considerations raise 
the whole problem of the future relationship of 
central and local government, which urgently' 
requires more detailed study. As has already 
been pointed· out, it is impossible by, a pure 
theoretical study to arrive at the best form o( 
organization. The aim must be to start with an 
organization which is more or less on the right . 
lines, but which will be subject to modification 
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as the result of practical experience. Now it is 
just from this point of view that it is undesirable 
to have within the supply industry two forms of 
ownership and control, i.e. regional (under 
central control) and municipal (with 'or without 
central control). Such an organization would 
be less flexible than one in which ~wnership 
and control are confined within the scope of a 
uniform plan for the whole country. Neverthe
!.ess the proposals outlined above could, if· 
necessary, be modified so as to retaIn certain 
of the larger municipal undertakings as special 
regional boards, provided they were, as in the 
case of the other regional boarq..;, under the 
general control of the central authority, and 
assuming their areas of supply to'. h~ con
siderably enlarged. 

ORGANIZATION OF REGIONAL BOARDS 

It must be appreciated in connection with 
the foregoing considerations that, whatever 
the exaCt form of the future organization of the 
supply industry, the existing organization and 
staffs of both the local authority and company 
undertakings would retain their present func
tions,. and would, in fact, be the machinery 
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taken over by the new regional boards. 
Changes would, of course, be effected gradually. 
as the result of experience, and no doubt it 
would be desirable by degrees to merge the 
executive machinery taken over froI!1 certain 
of the smaller under~kings in that taken over 
from the larger adjacent undertakings whose 
spheres of operation would be correspondingly 
increased. This machinery taken over by the 
regional boards, and modified as required, 
would provide the further subdivision and 
delegation of function necessary to meet the 
particular local or individual requirements 
throughout each region. In effect, therefore, 
each region would ultimately be subdivided 
into a number of districts, each under the 
immediate control of a district engineer, t~ 
whom the regional board should give consider
able discretionary powers while retaining con
trol of the general planning and development 
of the region as a whole. 

CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEES 

Although the proposed scheme provides for 
representation of local authorities on the 
regional boards, it will probably be desirable 
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to provide some machinery for further represen
tation of local interests. This could probably be 
done satisfactorily by creating a consultative 
committee in each region. These consultative 
committees would consist of representatives . 
appointed by local government authorities 
wi~ the region, so chosen as to represent the 
interests of both the rural and urban areas 
within the region. Provision for some represen
tation on each committee of other inpustries 
within the region, particularly gas, and 
including the workers in such industries, would 

. also pe included. The co-ordination betw~en 
gas and electricity is discussed later. The func
tion of the committee would be purely advisory, 
but meetings would be held at regular inter
vals, so that any suggestions or grievances could 
be given proper expression without unreason
able delay. The meetings of the consultative 
committees would be presided over by the 
chairman, or, in his .absence, by a member ~f 
the regional board. In the event of the consul
tative committee feeling that its views were not 
being given proper attention by the regional, 
board, the' committee would, bya majority 
vote, have the right of referring the matter" in, 
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the first instance, to the Central Electricity 
Board, and from them to the Minister of Trans
port. The latter would, if he ,thought fit, order 

, an enquiry by the Electricity Commissioners, the 
judicial authority for the whole supply industry. 

It is interesting to note that consultative 
committees havj.ng a similar advisory function, 

.' but, of course, representing the existing under
takings, as provided for in the 1926 Act, pave 
been created by the Central Electricity Board 
in connection with each of their present area 
schemes of wholesale supply, and these com- . 
mittees app«;ar to serve a useful function. Such 
existing consultative committees would be .. 
retained to form the IiIJ... between the regional 
boards, which replace the existing undertakings, 
and the " grid " district offices, which are the 
Central Electricity Board's local offices for the 
control and operation of the grid, and which 
would not be altered by the foregoing proposals. 

TRANSFERENCE OF OWNERSHIP 

The main feature of the above proposals is 
the transference of the' ownership of local 
authority and company" undertakings to the 
reconstituted Central Electricity· Board. It is 
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necessary to consider ~ therefore, the basis 'on 
which this transference is to be effected. The 
total of outstanding loans for local authority 
undertakings was, at the beginning of 1932, 

approximately £130,000,000, and the total of 
share, debenture, and loan capital in the 
company undertakings was approximately 
£125,000,000. The latter figure is made up as 
follows: 

Ordinary 
Preference. • 
Loans and Debentures 

Total 1 

£60,000,000 
£20,000,000 
£45,000,000 

• £ 125,000,000 

The total of reserves held by the company 
undertakings was £27,000,000. 

The total capital expenditure on electric
supply up to the beginning of 1932 was as 
follows: 

Local authorities . 
Companies 

Total 

• £232,000,000 
• £149,000,000 

• £381 ,000,000 

1 !'lot including some £5,000;000 for coinbined electricity, gas 
and other undertakings, for which particulars are not available. The 
Capital expenditure of these undertakings, is howevet, included in the 
figures given below. 

Fr 
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Of these amounts the following sums were 
provided out of revenue: 

Local authorities . 
Companies . 

Total 

• £18,000,000 

• £20,000,000 

· £38 ,000,000 

The average market value of the company 
stock was considerably greater than the nomi
nal value, and the total market value was prob
ably of the order of £200,000,000. The simplest 
method of purchase of the existing undertakings 
would be, in the case oflocal authorities, by the 
Central Electricity Board accepting respon
sibility for all outstanding loan . charges, and, 
in the case of companies, by the issue of fixed 
interest-bearing, but redeemable, bonds. No 
variable interest bonds would be issued. The 
question arises whether such bonds should be 
issued by the Central Electricity Board or by. 
each regional board. There appear to be 
strong arguments fo~ making the. security of 
the new bonds as great as possible, and ob
viously this will be best effected if they are 
issued by the Central Electricity. Board and 
represent the security of the supply industry 
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for the whole country rather than the security of 
the industry in each separate region. The latter 
security would necessarily differ slightly for 
different regions; for. instance, the southern' 
regions, towards which industry is tending' to 
migrate, might be considered to offer greater 
security than the northern regions. Moreover, 
at the time when the legislation effecting this 
reorganization of the supply industry is passed, 
there will be no regional boards in existence, 
but the Central Electricity Board, even though 
the scope of its functions is to be greatly en
larged, will be in existence, and will probably, 
as an existing body, be regarded with somewhat 

. greater confidence than bodies yet to be formed 
and proved. Taking these matters into con
sideratio~J it appears desirable that the new 
bonds should be issued by the Central. Elec-

. tricity Board and secured on the revenue from 
( the whole supply industry of the country.1 Each 
. regional board would, however, be required to 
make as a first charge on its revenue the inter
est in respect of that amount of outstanding 
local au~ority loans, and of bonds representing' 

1 It is possible, of course, that it mIght be decided to issue national 
bonds for all socialized industries, i.e. bonds guaranteed by the State 
and not dependent on each industry. 
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the purchase price of the' undertakings in its 
region. In the event of failure of any regional 
board to meet ,these charges, the Central 
Electricity Bqard would have power, with the 
approval of the Electricity Commissioners 
after an enquiry into the circumstances, to levy 
a pro rata contribution on other regions to .meet 
the outstanding interest. The amount so con
tributed would be repaid by the regional board 
in question out of future revenue, unless in the ' 
opinion of the Electricity Commissioners the 
circumstances were exceptional and justified 
the subsidizjng of one region, by the others. 

The various regional boards would be 
required, not only to meet interest charges' on 
the loans and bonds, but also to create a sink
ing fund to write them off" this ,b~ing the 
equivalent of the present depreciation and loan 
repayment rates fixed by the Electricity Com
missioners for municipal undertakings. 

In the case of local authority undertakings 
the Central 'Board would accept responsibility 
for all outstanding loan charges, or any capital 
provided out of revenue or from the general 
rates, and not repaid, and therefore no special 
problem arises in respect of the £130,000,000 
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so involved~ The position is, however" very , 
different as regards the c~mpany undertakings, 
the market value of whose shares qepends at 
present on the S,tock Exchang~'s or general 
public's estimate of futUre prospects. 1;'his 
market value does not necessarily repreSent 
the actual value to the public of the assets of 
the company. For instanc~, the shares of a 
small company may stand higher than their 
yield apparently justifies, because of specula
tion in the prospect of the company being 
bought up at a high price by some larger 
undertaking or holdirig company. An example 
of this was to be seen a few years ago when" 
American interests bought up, at very en
hancedprices, the shares in a number of 
company undertaking~ i:Q various parts of the 
country. Then, again, a company.working on 
the " small turnover, large profit" basis. may 
have spent a comparatively small sum in 
developing only the " plums" in its area, and 
may on this small expenditure be paying high 
dividends, tite market value of its shares being 
corr~spondingly high. Alternatively the capital 
may have bee~ watered by ,the issue of bonus 
sharesJ so that the total of share capital at 
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market price may conSiderably exceed any 
reasonable valuation of the actual physical 
assets of the undertaking. Many other similar 
or more complicated circumstances may exist, 
making it very difficult to setde on a reasonable 
purchase price from the point of view of the 
public. -

This problem will, of course, arise in all 
industries during the process of socialization, 
and as yet no definite principle"has been laid 
down for dealing with the difficulty. Expro
priation without reasonable compensation is 
not considered here, because it appears that 
the more equal distribution of wealth required 
in a Socialist community should be achieved 
by direct measures rather, than by indirect 
measures which might be inequitable in their 
results. Subject to some general principle of 
compensation applicable to all socialized indus
tries being laid down, it is proposed, for the 
purpose of the· present b09k, that compensa
tion should be based on the average market 
value of the shares over the period of the three 
years prior to the passing of the necessary 
legislation, provided this value bears a reason
able relation to the actual value of the, assets 
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of the undertaking,· including the reserves held 
by the companies, which at the beginning of 
1932 amounted to £27,000,000. In cases where 
the share value obviously gready exceeds the 
actual value of the assets, a special valuation on 
the basis of·cost price less depreciation would 
be made for the purpose of ascertaining a 
reasonable compensation value. The bonds.in 
which compensation would be paid would 
carry interest at a rat~ not exceeding one 
quarter per cent in excess of the current yield 
of corresponding Government securities. While 
such proposals are not wholly satisfactory, and 
do not necessarily penalize the undertakings 
who have in the past been exploiting the public, 
it is unfortunately impossible to do so equit
ably, since those owning shares in such com
panies are not necessarily those responsible. for 
eXploitation. Also it would be difficult. or 
impossible to ascertain real relative degrees of 
exploitation of different company undertakings. 
[ncidentally a. few municipal authorities~ who 
In' the past have largely subsidized rates out of 
profits on electricity undertakiD.gs, could also 
pe charged with exploitation. 

Shares in supply companies are at present 
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considered a very safe investment, and conse
quently the market price is high and the yield 
correspondingly low. Assuming the present 
average yield on all capital to be about 4 per 
cent, the replace~ent of this capital by re
deemable bonds of corresponding capital value 
~ecured on the whole industry, and bearing 
interest at, say, 3f per: cent, would result in' 
capital charges being reduced, in the case of 
undertakings previously belonging to com
panies by about 12 per cent. 

BODIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE 

ELECTRIC SUPPLY INDUSTRIy 

Apart from the principal authorities already 
mentioned, there are a number ,of other bodies 
associated with the industry, a classified list 

" of the more important of whom is given 
below. 

Under the column headed cc Workers" in 
the table below, there is first the National Joint 
Industrial Council on which are represented 
the unions for all workers below the grade of 
charge engineer (the E.T.U., the A.E.U., and 
the general workers' unions) and the employers. 
Then there is the National Joint Board on 
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BODIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
ELECTRIC SUPPLY INDUSTRY 

Workers Publidty, I 
Commercial, III:. . , 

Tecllnkal 

National Joint. In- British Electrical 
dustrial Council for Development Asso
the Electric Supply ciation. 
Industry. 

Electrical 
Union. 

Trades 

.. \. 
Electri~ Associ&-
tion for Women. 

Institution of Elec
trical Engineers. 

British Electrical and 
Allied Industries Re
search Association. 

Amalgamated En
gineering Union. 

Incorporated Muni- British Standards 
cipal Electrical InstitutiOn. 
Association. 

. National Union of Incorporated Asso-' 
, General and Munici- .clation of Electric 

pal Workers. Power Companies. 

Transport and Gene
ral Workers'· Federa
tion. 

National Joint Boatd 
of Employers and 
Members of Staff for 
Electric Supply In
dustry. 

Electrical Power 
Engineers' Associa
tion. 

Associated Municipal 
Electrical Engineers. 

Electrical Contrac
tors' Association. 

lnstitute of Fuel • 
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which are represented the E.P.E.A.l and the 
employers, the former being the union for 
workers graded as charge engineers and above. 
The distinction drawn between the grades 
appears somewhat artificial, and it is to be 
hoped that ultimately all workers of all grade~ 
might be represented on the National Joint 
Industrial Council, includlng representatives of 
the national and regional boards, while repre
sentation of the present employers would, of 
course, cease. 

Of the commercial and other associations, 
those concerned definitely with either mu~ci
pal or c0!Ilpany undertakings would disappear 
as such. The Electrical Development Associa
tion (E.D.A.) is an important body carrying 
out general publicity for the whole supply in
dustry, but is not a profit-earning concern in 
itself. It is already largely under the control of 
the Central Electricity Board, and might be 
taken over as part of the Central ElectricitY 
Board's enlarged organization. It might also 
be desirable to have some special representa,
tion on the managing committee from the 
various regional boards. 

1 Electrical Power Engineers' Association. 
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"Of the technical bodies wholly concerned 
with "the electrical industry, the two most 
important are the Insti~tion of Electrical 
Engineers and tp.e British Electrical and Allied 

. Industries Research Association. The British 
, Standards Institution is also important, but is 
concerned with all industry, and not only with 
the electrical industiies. 



FUT:URE USE OF ELECTRICITY 

GAS AND ELECTRICITY 

THERE IS at the present time considerable 
and growing competition between gas and elec
tricity. This competition has probably only 
become really serious in the last ten years or so, 
but now electricity is competing vigorously with 
gas for the domestic cooking and heating load 
which previously had been almost entirely 
supplied by gas. As regards the industrial 
p'0wer load, there can hardly be said to be 
competition, since this, for some time past, has 
been almost wholly supplied by electricity. 
Domestic lighting has also been largely cap
tured by electricity, though the great bulk of 
the heating and cooking load, together with a 
large amount of street lighting, is still supplied 
by gas. In the last few years a great deal of 
publicity has been given to electricity, and with 
the reorganization of the central publicity -
body, E.D.A. (the Electrical Development 
Association), which is lar~ely financed by the 
Central Electricity Board, the industry is now _ 
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embarking on a mor~ intensive policy of 
publicity and improved salesmanship. The gas 
industry has responded by vigorous advertising, 
and on both sides there is a considerable 
amount of feeling, which is reflected· in the
technical Press· and elsewhere. On the one 
hand, electrical engineers point to the rapidly 
growing consumption of electricity and the 
diminishing consumption of gas, and express 
confidence that gas will soon be driven out of 
business altogether, while, on the other hand, 
gas engineers point to the unfair advantages 
electricity supply has been given by the publi
city and attention bestowed on it by Parlia~ 
ment, by the hampering legislation from which· 
the gas industry suffers, and by the fact that 
electricity can offer differential tariffs which 
are not permitted to gas. 

While a certain degree of competition may 
be held to be beneficial an~ healthy, there can 
be lio doubt that if allowed to grow unchecked, 
and in the absence of any attempt to co
ordinate the two services, much wasteful ex
penditure will result on both sides;. from which 
the community as a whole will suffer. 

There. is little possibility at present of the 
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relati~e merits of gas and electricity bei~g 
considered impar~ally; or their activities being 
so organized as to avoid waste and give the 
public the best combined service. Nor is"son
sumers' preference an altogether reliable guide 
as to the relative advantages of the two services, 
since such preference may, to a considerable 
extent, be affected by the relative efficiencies 
of advertising rather ~han of the services 
themselves. 

The socialization of the gas industry would 
probably permit appreciable economies in 
gas costs tp be effected by means of regional 
gas-grids using high-pressure mains, by am~
gamation of the existing gas undertakings 
under regional boards and a central board,' 
and by other means. Although economies' 
so effected are not likely to be equal to 
those whichhave been effected by the electricity 
grid, or could be effected by complete socializa
tion of electric supply, as proposed in this book, 
they are likely to be substantial. Moreover, 
the cost of gas may be greatly affected by 
the revenue obtainable in the future from 
by-products, this revenue being at present a very . 
important item in the net cost of gas. (Such 

, , 
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by-products may also be obtainable in the future 
from plant operated ,in conjunction with elec
tricity.) It is difficult, therefore, to make any 

. proper estimate of the relative prices of gas and 
electricity in the future, although the cost of elec
tricity will probably be reduced more rapidly 
than that of gas. It should be possible to reduce. 
the price of electricity, assuming a two-part 
tariff consisting of a fixed charge and a charge 
per unit, at least to a id. per unit within a com
paratively short time. Very low prices per unit 
are made possible by means of the two-part 
tariff, and, obviously, if a proper comparison 
of the costs of gas and electricity is to be made, 
the gas industry also must be free t~ adopt a 
similar tariff. 

At a unit price of a !d., or less, the competi
tion between gas and electricity, particularly 
for the heating and cooking loads, would 
be intensified, and, with free competition, a 
great deal more load might be transferred 
from gas to electricity. It is possible that this 
transference of. load might happen to such 
an extent as to alter the whole relative position 
of industrial and domestic electric consump
tion, the latter predominating and giving' rise 
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to ne;w peak-load conditions. Such a P9sition 
has, indeed, ari~en, or almost arisen, in the 
case of certain local authority undertakings 
where extensive cooking loads are now sup
plied at about id. a unit.- The result might, un
der certain circumstances, be uneconomic from 
a national point of view, because further 
expenditure would be incurred in the electric 
industry, and proper use might not be made 
of the capital already invested in the gas 
industry in the form of gas-mains and other 
plant. There is, at present, quite insufficient 
agreement as to the relative merits of gas and 
elec1:!icity, and far too much uncertainty about 
the technical improvements likely to be made 
in the future, to- settle definitely how the tWo 
-services are to operate jointly. Assuming both 
socialized, and both under the control of 
central boards, it is, however, possible to 
suggest a mechanism whereby these problems 
can be efficiently dealt with in the future, 
and to suggest certain general guidIDg prin
ciples. 

In 'the first place, an effective interlocking 
of the two central authorities is necessary 
through a strong joint comInittee, meeting 
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at regular intervals to settle matters affecting 
both services. In the -second place, the. two 
boards would carry out, jointly, technical 
research, with the object of ascertaining the 

. relative merits of gas and electricity for all 
the various purposes for which either is avail
able. On the basis of such agreed data, decisions 
would then be taken as to how to avoid wasteful 
overlapping, and' to provide the best possible 
service to the public. Such decisions would be 
communicated to the respective regional 
boards, where further consultation would ·take 
place through the consultative comInittees des
cribed earlier, in order to give effect to the 
decisions. 

Such co-operation would undoubtedly give 
rise to difficulties, but, to some .extent, these 
are unavoidable, and, of course, in the event· 

'of any deadlock, the matter would have to be 
referred for settlement to a higher authority-
the National EconoInic Council-or, alter
natively, a joint judicial authority for both 
services, which it Inight be desirable to form 
in the future. It appears; however, that there 
are' certain broad principles which Inightbe 
agreed between the two central boards. For 

GI 
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instance, it might be agreed that, for the time 
being, competition by electricity should be 
restricted in areas where existing gas-mains 
and other plant were not being fully used, 
and where further load taken on by electricity 
would result in expenditure' not otherwise 
necessary on electric mains, provided that, 
at the same time, proper research was being 
~ade into the relative merits of the services, 
and decisions regarding future development 
being taken. Such a policy might result in the I 
two services jointly advising the public in any 
given area to use gas for certain purposes and 
electricity for others, though such advice would 
necessarily be subject to alterations as circum-, 
stances changed. I 

It might also be accepted for the time beingj 
that in most urban areas both services should I 
continue to be available to the public, thisl 
provisional decision also being subject to: 
modification as prices changed and technical, 
developments' occurred. On the other hand~ 
in ~ll rural areas, except possibly a few which: 
could • be supplied with gas exception~y' 
cheaply from the regional gas-grids or by, 
other means, the' whole domestic load might 
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be allocated to electricity, so avoiding UIi

necessary expenditure on gas-mains. The re
,verse arrangement is not very feasible, because, 
even when a cheap supply of gas is available, 
there is a demand for electricity for lighting, 
wireless, domestic labour-saving .appliances, 
and other purposes, which demand cannot 
be satisfied by gas. 

In such ways at least some measure of 
co-ordination, could be obtained, but much the 
most important matter is to provide for con
tinuous impartial research into the relative 
merits ,of the services. Such research would. 
involve, some very difficulteconomi~ problems, 
and, of course, comparison of cost would require 
to be based,. not merely on selling prices, 
which might to' some extent be artificial, 
but on actual costs. The ~fficu1ty involved 
in such comparisons arises largely from the 
different characteristics of the two commodi
ties, gas and electricity. The former can be 
stored, while the latter cannot. Consequently 
the electrical industry has always "surp~us" 
units to ·dispose of, which can be sold .very 
cheaply. Possibly no exact comparison of 
cost is possible, and, in any event, relative 
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~onvenience is another factor which would 
tend to vitiate any such comparison, but, a1 

least, research such as suggested would obviate 
the more serious wastage arising from un
restricted competition. 

GROWTH OF ELECTRIC CONSUMPTION 

In the course of the present book, emphasis 
has been placed on the rapid growth of the 
electric supply industry in the past, and the 
still more rapid growth which must be ex
pected in the future. The curve shown opposite 
indicates the rate of growth in past years, 
but this curve should trend upwards at an ever
increasing rate, especially if the industry be 
reorganized on a Socialist basis, as proposed. 
The field for further electrical consumption 
is very large. Not only is there very great scope 
for further domestic consumption both in 
urban and rural areas, but in industry, quite 
apart from further mechanisation involving 
the use of electricity, there is still a very large 
horse':power of steam or other prime movers,' 
much of which Inight, with profit, be 
converted to electric power. The total installed 
capacity of steam and other prime movers 
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amounts to about six and a half million horse· 
power, and, in addition, there is about 2'.~ 
million kilowatts of privately owned electric a: 
generating plant, much pf which should ultim
ately be replaced by public supplies. PendinE 
the complete socialization of all industry: 
it is desirable that the Electricity Commissionerl 
should have power to prohibit the installatior: 
of further private electrical generating plan1 
where they are satisfied supplies can be giver: 
more economically from the public system. 
The Commissioners have such powers a1 
present as "regards the installati~n of generating 

, plant by authorised electrical undertakings: 
and the proposal is that this power should 
be extended to include private persons and 
companies of all sorts. Looking further tc 
the future, there may ultimately be 'a larg( 
demand for electric power for agricultural 
purposes, though at the present time there an: 
still technical difficulties in the way of an~ 
general adoption of electrical ploughing. A 
large demand is, however, possible in the neat 
future for all kinds of rural purposes
particularly small' rural industries, pumping, 

, . and threshing, etc. 
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The present average consumption is prob
ably a little under 400 units per head, if 
allowance be made for the whole amount 
of electricity privately generated, and it is 
probable that this figure could be increased 
to at least 1,000 units per h~ad in the next 
ten years. If developments on this scale are 
to take place, it becomes of great importance 
from the point of view of economy in capitaJ 
expenditure and efficiency in operation" and 
even more so from the point of view of bene
fiting equitably all types of consumers, that 
the industry should not be allowed to grow 
in a haphazard fashion as in the past. 

COAL CONSUMPTION 

The curve on p. 95 (Diagram ill) shows/the 
coal consumed in generating stations belonging 
to authorized undertakings during recent years. 
Although, as shown in Diagram II, there has 
been a considerable increase in units generated 
during recent years, the consumption of coal 
has been affected by the simultaneous improve
ment in the thermal' efficiency made possible 
by technical improvements, and by the con
centration of generation in the larger and more 
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modem stations. Between 1921 and 1931 the 
, consumption of coal per unit generated de-

creased by about 17'5 per cent. Further 
.improv~ment will be effe<:,ted in the' future, 
partly because of further technical develop
ment, and partly becau~e of the grid,' but the 
rate must eventually diminish because;: of the 
decreasing margin'within which improvement 
of thermal efficiency, which has thermo
dynamic limitations, is possible. Allo~g, 

however, for a substantial improvement of 
thermal efficiency in the' future, the dotted, 
portion of the curve shows the probable 
increase in coal consumed in generating 
stations, assuming that, as indicated by the 
curve in Diagram II, the number of units 
generated in 1939, i.e. five years hence, will be 

/ 

at least 25,000 lnillion units. This figure, of 
course, assumes: that there is no deepening of 
the economic depression, but if, on the con-

. trary, there should be a satisfactory reorganiz 
ation of the supply industry and some improve
ment in indus1!ial activity, or if railway electri
fication had commenced, the' consumption 
by 1939 may be considerably" higher. The 

. probable increase of coal consumption of SUt 
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million tons iri the next five years will, of course, 
be offset to some extent by a reduction in the 
amount burnt in open,fires.1 

RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION 

There is one other possible field for electrical 
consumption to which special consideration. 
must be given, namely, railway electrification. 
In 1929 a ,committee, presided over by1 Lord 
Weir, was appointed by the Labour Govern
ment to report on the electrification of the 
railway systems in Great Britain, with partic
ular reference to main-line working, -and. in 
Yiew of the greater availability of electric 
supply as a result of the creation of the grid. 
This committee reported, in 1931, ,in favour of 
general electrification, but pointed out that a 
decision depended ultimately on national, 
financial, and political considerations outside 

. the scope of the report. The figures given in 
the report showed an estimated return of 6'7 
per cent on a total capital investment of 
£261,000,000, but these figures were based on 

1 The consumption of coal is not likely to be appreciably affected 
by the development of watCl'-POwer in Scotland or elsewhere because 
the water-power resources of this country, though not yet fully 
developed, are comparatively limited. 
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two very important assumptioDS-,-fiist; that all 
railways inGreat Britain woUld be electrified, ' 

. and, second, that the traffic density would be 
that corresponding to the traffic in 1929. 

The figure of 6·7 per cent retUrn on the 
capital expenditure has" since the publication 
of the report, been subj~ct to much criticism, 
and it has been felt that the estimated return is 
too small to justify such· an enormous capital 
expenditure, particularly in view of the uncer
tainties of the estimate. In general, there has 
been a tendency for the criticism to concen
trate purely 01]. the economic aspect of railway 
electrification, and to some extent to lose sight 
of a more'important aspect of the problem 
which is summed up in the report· in the 
following paragraph : 

. Electrification ••• places in the hands of a traffic 
manager a new machine or system which enables him 
to offer a more attractive transport proposition to· his 
public, and whose special characteristics are capable of 
extensive development. 

It is these characteristics of electrification 
which, wherever railway electri~cation has been' 
carried out in other countries, appear to have 

, accounted mainly for the success of such schemes. 
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The 'Weir repoIt deals at length with the 
various advantages of railway electrification, 
and there is no object in attempting to cover 
the same ground in the present study. It is, 
however, worth while drawing attention to 
certain matters which must affect any, final 
decision. In the first place, as mentioned above, 
the estimates assume the 1929 traffic figures, 
and th~ whole economic justification' for 
electrification necessarily depends, to a very 
large extent, on what will be the future traffic 
on the British railways. Under existing con
ditions an-estimate of the future traffic must 
necessarily be a pure speculation, but, if 
transport is socialized, it may very well be 
that a d~cision can definitely be made as to the 
volume of traffic which the railways will have 
to handle. If such a decision results, as it 
well may, in requiring the railways to legislate 
for a volume of traffic in excess of the 1929 
figures-fo~ instance, as the result of a ~ational 
housing policy-the economic arguments in 
favour of railway electrification will ~e very 
greatly strengthened. 

In the second place, the Weir report esti
mates assume complete electrification of all 
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railways in Great Britain. -The total capital' 
expeJ?diture will be greatly reduced, and· the 
return on capital increased, if only main lines, 
or lines carrying comparatively dense traffic, 
are electrified, the remainder being left under 
steam operation, or, alternatively, Diesel 
electric. There are also other factors, ansing out 
of the c::hange in circumstances since 193 I, which 
would affect the report. The averilge return 
on capital has fallen so as to make a figure of 
6'7 per cent return somewhat more adequate 
than before. Some economy would also be 
effected as a result of the substantial fall in the 
price of copper. On the other handj the volume 
of traffic had decreased, at least until com
paratively recently. This, however, is of less 
consequence if the traffic on the railways is to 
be definitely settled for the future, as suggested 
above. 

There is one other factor which has tended 
to iqcrease the hesitation in deciding on an 
extensive scheme of electrification. This is the 
suggestion that DIesel electric traction might , 
be cheaper than pure electric traction. Strictly 
speaking the use of Diesel electric locomotives 
has little to do with electrification, because in 
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'such 'locomotiyes,the electrical part is largely 
a 'matter of gearing between the oil-driven 
prime mover, and the wheels. There is no reason 
why the railway, companies should not com
'mence now to ~e Diesel electric locomotives, 
in place of. steam locomotives, if they are 
satisfied that ~n" economy can be effected 
thereby. The fact that they have not as yet 
adopted Diesel electric locomotives indicates 
that there is at least some doubt on this point, 
and, even allowing ~or the'conservative attitude 
of the railway authorities, it would seem im-
. probable ~at the large savings claimed by the 
manufacturers of Diesel engines would, in fact, . 
be realized. Diesel electric locomotives have 
been' used to a ,comparatively small extent 
abroad-for instance, in the Argentine on the 
Great Southern Railway. There is no doubt 
that they can be technically satisfactory, but 
the economy to be effected depends to a large 
extent on the price of oil in ~omparison to the 
price of coal. It is probable, in view of the 
~tensive publicity given to Diesel electric 

. locomotives, recently, that the railway com
panies' will make experiments in their use, and 
it ,is not improbable that such locomotives 
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· may in the future <:lisplace'steam 'locomotives' 
· for branch-line work. It is, hO\yeyer, very' 
necessary to emphasize the. fact that rail~ay 
electrification and the uSe: of. Piesel elec'tric . 
locomotives are two quite dUferent matters; 
the latter is not directly comparable ,with 
electrification, . and would have different 
characteristics. " 

It may also be mentioned that there has as 
. yet been no developme;nt ofstorageba.tteries 
which is likely to have much effect on main-line 
electrification, despite' sensational claims put 
forward from time to time. The Drumm 
battery, though still in'th~ experimental stage, 
does, however, represent a distinct advance.in 
battery design, and it may eventually ptove 
suitable for' use on branch lines where' traffic 
density is low. ,'j 

Some criticism has been levelled' against the· 
Weir repo;t on the grounds that it is less .con..;' 
ce~ed with the economics of railway elec
trification than with an attempt to just;ify the. 
further • loading and, use of the, grid, While 
there can be no doubt that the ado~tion of 
railway electrification would', result. i:q' a . sub- . 
~tantial . general reduction in the 'cost of 
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el;ctrici~ to the whole country,it is certaihly 
not correct to suppose that raUway electrifica- . 

. tion is necessary in o~der to justify the existence 
of the grid. .Af:tually the adopti9n of ;railway 
electrification would result in a further ex
penditure on the grid of some £80,000,000, or 
over two and a half times the present expendi
ture. The advantageous effect of railway 
electrification on electric supply can therefore 
be regarded as an incidental advantage, and 
not the deciding factor. This.~so applies to the 
advantage of railway electrification from the 
point of ~ew of creating employment, al-

. though, in view of the very considerable effect 
on employment which might result, the matter 
is pf great importance. 

The real deciding factors are, p.rstly; the 
magnitude of the traffic to be carried by the 
railways in the future, and, secondly, the fact
w~ll established in other countries,' and to some 
.extent also in this country, on the Southern 
Railway-that electrification makes railway 
transport a more attractive proposition both 
from a commercial point of view and from the 
point Qf.view of comfort and convenience for 
passenger traffic. 
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